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12th August 2015

Secretary’s ramble secretary@hollowanglingsociety.co.uk
I am still unable to take on most of my duties, but thanks to the lads on the match squad for sorting out the
running on the matches. A thank you to Derek for looking after the memberships Ron for bookings at
Forty hall and finally to Darren for keeping all the websites Hollows, Fishers Green and Turnford running.

Forty hall Consortium challenge shield
September 6th sees our annual interclub match at Woodlands Lake.
We are current holders of the trophy having won it on two of the last three matches
Anyone wanting to take part please give Ron a ring as he is running it in my absence 07701 356 895.
London Anglers Association www.londonanglers.net
As stated before we are now affiliated to the LAA.
I am surprised by the interest that there has been with over 10% of the membership taking on LAA
membership. With the numbers fishing the river at FG does this mean a start of a move away from the
Carp waters that have been the mainstay of much fishing in the last few years.
This interest has resulted in us putting in a team for the LAA shield match.
This is fished by a team of six anglers fishing 3 different venues, canal, river and lake on 20th September.
Two anglers on each venue Berkhampstead, Rye house and Stollies lake
Give me a call if you are interested in the LAA.
Turnford www.turnfordac.co.uk
Three more anglers have found themselves with bans for rule breaking at Turnford thankfully not from our
Society but be warned read your cards again before venturing out bailiffs are reporting only serious
contraventions at the moment and giving verbal warnings for minor infringes for now.
The fishing has varied with the weather with some good fish reaching the bank
Be warned the bailiffing is on the ball now which is better for all who follow the rules.
Fishers Green www.fishersgreencon.co.uk
Guest tickets are now available for this venue.
The cost is £10 per day
To get one phone the Secretary for info on paying then
Text the secretary on 07989817316 with these details
Members name
Members FG number
Members club
Date required
Guests name
Members e mail address
Members mobile phone number
An e mail guest ticket will then be sent and can then be printed and taken by the guest
A confirmation text message will be sent to the mobile number given that can be shown to a
bailiff to support the e mail if required.
A recent guest visiting a member and fishing the Green for the first time since boyhood banked a Barbel of
11lbs and a Chub of 6lbs and has now taken up a membership
Royal Small Arms (new website under construction)
Some members have already applied but the system has changed slightly will those wanting a ticket please
give me a call after this Saturday 15th August

Forty hall
The water levels have gone down a bit but nothing like last year. The fishing for Carp and Roach has been
good with Bream showing up more than in previous seasons.
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